On street

Located at

State St

Stop facing

499 Lake St (N)

NB

Schedules Effective: August 28, 2016

Route 80

towards Memorial Union

UW Recess service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Weekday schedule

Route 80 towards Memorial Union

UW Standard service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Route 80 towards Memorial Union

UW Recess service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Route 80 towards Memorial Union

UW Standard service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Route 80 towards Memorial Union

UW Recess service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Route 80 towards Memorial Union

UW Standard service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Route 80 towards Memorial Union

UW Recess service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Route 80 towards Memorial Union

UW Standard service

See Metro Ride Guide for daily service calendar.

Light Type=AM   Bold Type=PM   Notes: Be ready at your stop at least five minutes before the estimated departure time. Modified schedules operate on the following days: Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, the Friday following Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve and New Years Eve - as well as the Monday following any Holiday that falls on a Sunday.

Underlined trips, or times with a gray background, do not operate all year. Trips with an asterisk* do not operate Monday-Thursday.